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HFCL/SEC/18-19/ 
May 03, 2018 

The Secretary 
The National Stock Exchange of India Limited 
Exchange Plaza, 5th Floor 
Plot no. C-1, Block G 
Sandra Kurla Complex, Bandra(East) 
MUMBAI- 400 051 

HIMACHAL FUTURISTIC COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
8, Commercial Complex, Masjid Moth, 
Greater Kailash - II, New Delhi - 110048, India 
Tel : (+9111) 3088 2624,3088 2626 
Fax : (+91 11) 3068 9013 
Web : www.hfcl.com 
Email: 

secretarial@hfcl.com 

The Secretary 
BSE Limited 
27th Floor 
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 
Dalal Street 
MUMBAI-400 001 

Dear Sirs, 

Subject: Media Release 

Enclosed please find herewith, a copy of the Media Release issued by our technology partner 
Vanu India Private Limited (Vanu) in connection with contract of Rs.579 Crores awarded by the 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) to the Company. 


Kindly take the above on your records. 


Thanking you, 


Yours faithfully, 

For Himachal Futuristic Communications limited 

(Manoj Baid) 

Vice President (Corporate) & 

Company Secretary 


Encl.:a/a 

Regd. Office & Works: 8, Electronics Complex, Chambaghat, Solan-173 213 (H.P.) Tel.: (01792) 230644, 230645, 230647 Fax: (01792) 231902 


Corporate Identity Number: L64200HP1987PLC007466 
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Vanu and HFCL Win Major BSNL Tender 

Using combined Vanu and HFCL technology, BSNL will expand coverage to more than one 
thousand villages in rural portions af India 

GURGAON, INDIA, 3 MAY 2018: 

Vanu India Private Limited (Vanu) is pleased to announce that it has teamed with 
Himachal Futuristic Communications Limited (HFCL) to win a contract awarded by Bharat 
Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) under BSNL's tender for provision of rural 
telecommunications services in the Northeast area of India. The contract to HFCL covers 
products and services worth INR 579 crore. The scope of the project includes surveying, 
planning, supply, installation, testing, commissioning, and maintenance for five years of 
radio access network. The network deployment will include installation of 924 solar 
powered base transceiver station (BTS) sites manufactured by HFCL using Vanu India 
technology. 

Winning the solicitation underscores Vanu's leadership position in prov1s1on of 
technology for systems to cover off-grid rural areas that have no electrical grid or telecom 
grid available to provide power or backhaul. Working with Vanu, HFCL is able to assure 
itself of not only working with a premier technical solution but also one that is local to 
India where Vanu has been operating for over a decade and has grown a team with 
significant expertise. 

"Vanu's value is to continue its focus on the software radio technology to enable 
localization of the ecosystem for high-end product development, manufacturing and 
services to address India's cellular network requirements," said Sanjay Bakaya, Managing 
Director, Vanu. 

By leveraging deep domain expertise in wireless radio technologies and addressing the 
limitations that have prevented ubiquitous connectivity, Vanu has developed software 
radio technology and business model innovations that allow partners such as HFCL to 
work with mobile network operators such as BSNL to deliver profitable coverage solutions 
for rural markets. 

and business model innovations the 

unconneuecJ strategy to deliver the most 

innovat:vc:: solutions to our customers. 'Ne a rei 

to vvo a u to improve connectivity not only in the 

in rural !nd ::aid fvlahendra Nahata, Director, HFCL. 
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Vanu is the only company that designs and optimizes products for the unique needs of 
rural markets and also runs rural networks using its own software radio technology. Vanu 
uses its first-hand experience as a mobile network operator to develop solutions that 
permit network operators to profitably deliver connectivity to people in the world's most 
remote areas. 

We believe connectivity is essential for communities because, in today's world if you are 
not connected, you will be left behind. Vanu is committed to ensuring no community is 
left behind. 

About Vanu (www.vanu.com): 

Vanu provides products and services that make it possible for network operators to 
profitably deliver connectivity to the world's unconnected, underserved rural markets. 
Vanu's solutions combine technology and business model innovation to reduce the total 
cost of ownership of wireless networks. Today over one billion people in the world lack 
cellular coverage and half the world does not access the internet. This adversely affects 
the health, safety, education and well-being of hundreds of thousands of rural 
communities. By enabling network operators to profit from serving these markets, we 
can improve the lives of billions of people. 

About Himachal Futuristic Communications Ltd (www.hfcl.com): 

HFCL is a leading telecom infrastructure developer, system integrator and manufacturer 
of high-end telecom equipment and optical fiber cables, having its manufacturing 
facilities at Solan, Goa and Chennai. 

HFCL provides single window solution for telecom and OFC projects; offering design, 
equipment supply, installation, system integration, operation and maintenance services. 
As a solutions expert in telecommunication and related infrastructure domain, the 
Company is now leveraging its inherent strengths in addressing complex needs of 
emerging sectors, such as Defence, Homeland Security, Railway Communication and 
Signaling and also Smart City Projects. 
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